SOAR Buyer’s Guide for MSSPs

SUMMARY
The Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) market is growing rapidly. In
this market customers’ expectations are high, creating intense competition
and pressure to deliver. To compete effectively MSSPs must continuously
seek out ways to increase efficiency while protecting their margins.
MSSPs operating a SOC team face a host of challenges - from core
operating capabilities around an increasing number of alerts, shortage
of skilled security analysts, and the highly manual, “tribal knowledge”
investigation and response approach. Coupled with diverse customer
security stacks, MSSPs may struggle to deliver consistent, scalable service
levels across their customer base.
Security Orchestration, Automation, and Response (SOAR) executed
effectively can help solve many of these challenges. As the backbone of an
MSSP security operation, SOAR enables an MSSP to provide a high level of
service to their entire customer base regardless of the underlying security
stack. As a result, MSSPs enjoy increased productivity among analyst
teams, lower operational costs, better margins, and a greater ability to
scale the business.
This guide aims to outline the challenges faced by MSSPs and gives criteria
to consider when evaluating a SOAR solution. It also provides direction
regarding the implementation of SOAR in a MSSP.
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MSSP Challenges and Environment
The challenges internal security teams face are well known. MSSPs face the same core challenges enterprise
security operations teams do, only on a much larger scale.
• Too many alerts
• Shortage of skilled security analysts
• Diverse security stacks that all must be managed
• Ad-hoc investigation and response processes
However, there are several challenges specific to MSSPs due to the nature of the business.
Increasing Customer Acquisition Costs
With the proliferation of security technology options, customers’ security stacks are more
diverse than ever before. To compete, MSSPs must be willing and able to sufficiently support
a broad set of technology that often results in higher acquisition costs, as well as increased
training requirements for security analysts.

Lack of Centralized Visibility
Analyst teams who manage and monitor a large customer base often lack visibility into the
allocation of resources, which hinders their ability to balance productivity and risk.

Multiple Delivery Models
The range of MSSP delivery models is increasingly diverse and includes: 24/7 outsourced SOC,
managed SIEM, MDR, staff augmentation, as well as numerous hybrid models. These various
models are converging — a single MSSP may provide multiple models in various configurations,
adding cost and complexity to operations.
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Managing Multiple Customer Interfaces
MSSP analyst teams, who manage multiple systems
and interfaces, strain to meet rigorous SLA
expectations.

Round-the-Clock Operations
To meet customer demands, MSSPs work around
the clock, requiring multiple shifts and handoffs. It’s
crucial to maintain consistency in response from one
analyst to the next, and variability in staff knowledge
and capability places added pressure on analysts.
Driving consistency in processes and workflow to
ensure optimal handling of alerts and incidents is
paramount to balancing productivity and risk.

In summary
MSSPs are engaged in a constant
struggle to ensure their existing
security team keeps up with
growing customer expectations.
Due to an ever-expanding digital
footprint, heavy investment in
detection, and a growing list of
security tools to monitor, the
industry is at a tipping point.
To succeed and remain competitive
an MSSP must drive consistency
and efficiency, regardless of the
delivery model. MSSP leaders have
come to recognize that the answer
does not lie within legacy security
solutions or in simply throwing more
manpower at the problem.

Personnel Turnover
Shortages and high turnover of personnel add to the
challenges of managing a 24/7 operation; reliance
on manual processes and the need to retain expert
knowledge further intensifies the pressure.
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Security Orchestration, Automation & Response (SOAR)
SOAR solutions cover three core needs for Security Operations Centers (SOCs)
Security Orchestration
Orchestration is defined by Merriam-Webster “harmonious organization”. Packed into this short definition is
the nirvana state that most security professionals strive for - a set of disparate security technologies working
together in an organized, logical, and impactful manner where the movements from one tool to the other are as
graceful as possible. Without security orchestration, a MSSP is essentially stuck in the starting blocks with no real
means of automation, the next component of SOAR.

Core Orchestration Focus
Protect

Detect

Triage

Assess

Respond

Remediate

Security orchestration can bridge the gap between alert overload and analyst capacity
by accelerating the triage, investigation and remediation workflow.

Automation enables the execution of workflows without human intervention. Automation capabilities include
enriching security alerts with data from other security/IT controls as well as taking final response actions, such as
remediating a file, isolating a host, or any number of other tasks.
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Orchestration in a Typical SOC Technology Footprint

Investigation/
Mitigation Tools

Remediation
Tools

Web Intelligence
Active Directory

Threat Intelligence

Orchestration

Asset/Risk Management

Vulnerability/Risk Management

Log Management / SIEM

Data Layer

The typical SOC footprint is comprised of multiple security tools. On the customer’s side, numerous security and IT
tools generate logs (firewall, IPS, AD server, anti-virus console and more). Logs are sent for correlation to the SIEM
directly or via a collector (a process which is already automated today) and indexes are created to better classify
the events and facilitate the analyst’s requests.
The SOC typically uses a SIEM, an ITSM tool for ticketing, a KB (knowledge base) and an asset inventory to handle
the daily alerts. The issue analysts face is that to complete the investigation they must access the system that
generated the log, meaning multiple security products may be accessed for a single alert.
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The solution to avoid these manual processes is an intelligent integration approach. An intelligent integration
approach makes the security stack results actionable from a single user interface. This helps increase the
analyst’s efficiency, addresses alert fatigue, reduces the time to respond, and provides a measurable and visible
ROI.
Orchestration is central to this intelligent integration approach. SOAR solutions integrate analyst-focused
investigation capabilities and machine learning into their platforms. These help security analysts improve incident
response performance by orchestrating and automating previously manual processes. In addition, leading SOAR
providers offer a variety of distinctive capabilities.
Normalizing Data Sources

Data Grouping

SOAR platforms combine inputs from various security
controls, normalize the data and automate initial triage
and investigation enabling the analyst to begin deeper
investigations faster.

Alerts can be automatically grouped or stacked
according to the various characteristics (including time
interval or identical user ID, hostname or IP address)
of security events. This facilitates de-duplication,
which reduces the amount of noise due to redundant
information as well as making it easier to identify highpriority cases.

Knowledge Base & Workflow Consistency
SOAR platforms draw upon the built-in knowledge base
to make a logical decision determining the correct
workflow or appropriate action to execute.
Collaboration
The platform enhances SOC teamwork by facilitating
communication and making it easy for team members
to share information and insights.
KPI/Business Intelligence
Gaining a unified view of the threat landscape allows
KPI metrics and measurements to be established at
every level of the SOC. A key indicator of SOAR success
entails achieving faster MTTD (mean time to detect)
and MTTR (mean time to respond) while keeping any
percentage increase in staffing lower than the growth
of the business.
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Context
Security information and events are easier to
understand and prioritize when contextual information
is also available. This additional information may
come from asset, configuration and vulnerability
management systems, and from application, DNS and
network logs. The automated retrieval of such data
saves analysts time from the outset by accelerating the
triage process and mean time to resolution. In addition,
automated analysis provides analysts with shortcuts by
making decisions (where appropriate) on their behalf.
Automated Actions
Increase efficiency by automating repetitive timeconsuming tasks including: sending e-mails, creating
tickets, resetting passwords, pausing virtual machines,
blocking IP addresses, and running scripts to trigger
actions in other systems.
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How SOAR is Used in MSSP SOCs
A SOAR solution helps MSSPs be more competitive in meeting the expectations of their customers while
increasing margins.
When effectively executed, SOAR has the power to:
Enhance customer acquisition
• Abstract unique customer technology stacks into a single UI, reducing complexity and
increasing capacity to seek out new customers
• Maintain a centralized management system across entire customer base
• Offer a differentiated solution with unlimited flexibility
• Expand into new markets
Expand margins through productivity and efficiency of analyst teams
• Create fundamentally more productive analyst teams with greater caseload capacity,
consistent processes, and accelerated response times
• Faster onboarding of new analysts and ramp up speed
• Analysts gain efficiency by working with one console instead of a broad set of security
products
• Serving more clients without adding staff translates to higher margins
Deliver superior customer experience
• Deliver better customer experience through shorter SLAs
• Track and complete SLAs on time (thus avoiding penalties)
• Ability to send reports with relevant critical information in a clear visual manner to clients
• Overall greater visibility and confidence in security posture—for both the MSSP and its
customers
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How to Evaluate a SOAR Solution
An MSSP seeking to deploy a SOAR should be vetting for a host of requirements during the selection process,
including core capabilities (features and functionality), platform characteristics, and unique business
considerations.

Core Capabilities and Functionality
SOAR should provide a centralized security operations platform as the nucleus of its security management. A
single console provides an MSSP with ability to service multiple customers without switching to other tools. Within
the scope of the SOAR core features and functionality are standard “table stakes” requirements that drive an
effective product.

Triage
Filtering out noise, grouping related alerts, and integrating multiple data sources to enrich and
provide insight across grouped alerts.
Case Management
Support every stage of the case workflow, from creation to closure, ideally from a single
workbench designed for the analysts.
Playbooks
Out-of-the-box playbook knowledge base that can accelerate time to value by driving the full
range of playbook requirements and providing a balance between automation and analyst
interaction.
Case Visualization
Visual representation of each case provides intuitive understanding of complex cases and
threats in a fraction of the usual time required.
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Reporting
One-click reporting of activity and KPI measurements to customers. Ability to automate the
reporting and distribution process.
Case Reduction & Clustering
Visual representation of each case provides intuitive understanding of complex cases and
threats in a fraction of the usual time required.
Automation
Automate cumbersome manual processes with machine-speed response. Typical processes
ripe for automation include data normalization, alert filtration and consolidation, and case
enrichment.
Playbook and Workflow Authoring
Playbook design capability to create and implement analysts customized workflows (without
scripting).
Business Intelligence
Dashboards that provide the required intelligence to measure performance, capacity and
efficacy of security operations across multiple clients. Must be flexible and customizable,
proving insight into the many variables impacting productivity at every level of security
operations.

Throughout this core orchestration functionality are notable MSSP-specific requirements, including:
• Ability to adapt workflows for similar use-cases to specific customers
• Need to integrate SLA expectations with KPI performance measurement and reporting
• Provide customer visibility through automated reporting and distributed dashboards
• Collaboration between MSSP security professionals and customer resources
• Health monitoring across MSSP customer base
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Platform Characteristics
At the structural level are several unique requirements that MSSPs should take into consideration when evaluating
a SOAR solution.
Multi Tenancy
Central to the mission of a MSSP is to maintain customer data in a safe, secure, and isolated
environment. Given MSSPs will have many customers it is not practical, nor scalable to create
an entire security stack for every customer. Therefore, the chosen solution must support
multi-tenancy. Multi-tenancy enables analysts to complete investigations for one customer
and then, without changing to a different user interface, work an investigation for another
customer, all while ensuring the underlying customer data never co-mingles. If the SOAR does
not support multi-tenancy then the SOAR cannot effectively support an MSSP.
Scalability
The platform must be designed to grow with an MSSP’s customer base, requiring flexible and
scalable architecture.
Integration
Given the infinite configuration possibilities, a SOAR solution must have the capability to
integrate with any environment. Out-of-the-box integrations offer an important solution as
well as an architecture that supports easily expanded integrations with the endless data sets
MSSPs will encounter.
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Flexibility to Support Unique MSSP Delivery Models
Ability to be deployed locally (for a centralized SIEM environment), remotely (for distributed environments),
or often hybrid.

Centralized SIEM
Architecture

Environment

Splunk
Orchestration
Hub

QRadar
ArcSight

Connectors

Environment

Environment

Hybrid SIEM
Architecture

Environment

Splunk
Connector

ArcSight
Connector
Environment

FTPS
Secured

Orchestration
Hub
Connectors

Splunk

Environment

QRadar
ArcSight

Environment

Environment

Distributed SIEM
Architecture

Splunk
Connector
Environment

Environment

Environment
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Business Considerations
The MSSP/SOAR Vendor relationship is nothing short of a strategic partnership. In addition to core product and
platform capabilities, an MSSP engaging a SOAR solution needs a partner that understands their business model.
From pricing models that are suitable to their customer base and ease of implementation to accelerate time to
value, to the ongoing support and training expectations MSSPs must consider a variety of dimensions to ensure
the full value of a solution is realized.

Setting Up Use-Cases for Evaluation
Teams usually select use cases around the processes representing their greatest pain points. These processes
contain many manual tasks and require working across multiple products to complete a single playbook.
In addition to pain points, it’s important to map out all potential use cases before beginning your evaluation. This
effort should involve key stakeholders across the security operations team. Developing comprehensive use cases
is important to help ensure that the solution chosen today will also support future needs.
Below is an example of SOC activity or direct service-oriented use cases spanning common daily activity
categories:
Manual tasks automation
• Automating common enrichment
tasks

Flexible SOC Orchestration
• Connecting to any source for
alerts/events ingestion

• Automating communication with
customers (e.g. sending SLA &
incident reports)

• Integrating security tools into
workflows/automations

• Automatic tasks prioritization and
assignment (by SLA for example)

• Ask security experts to write
workflows for novice analysts and
watch them in action

• Provide instant response to
customer-defined critical
situation (business or nonbusiness related)

• Collaborate from the platform
on a case that requires several
participants

Reporting
• Creating and using new templates
(favor flexibility over beauty) and
provided regulatory reports
• Test reporting channels (E-mails,
sms, company portal, etc.)
• Opening tickets for IT from the
platform
• Scheduling recurring reports
12

SOC Management
• Shifts
• Auditing
• KPIs and dashboards
• Defining and enforcing processes
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How to Get Started with SOAR
While the instinct might be to download several different “free trial”
SOAR products immediately – do not. The first step, or pre-step, is to
clearly define the goals of the SOAR project. Without clearly defined
goals it is common for the free trial to expire without any quantifiable
results. And, since most free trials offer a short window of time, make
sure to have test cases planned prior to seeking out free trials to ensure
there is sufficient time to evaluate the product fully.
With objectives in hand and test plans ready now is the time to seek out
the products to evaluate. The process is generally simple as:
STEP

1

Request a Trial to Be Implemented into Your
Business
The great news is, this will most like likely be FREE
so there is no risk or obligation required.

STEP

2

While Utilizing the Demo, Consider the “Big Three”
Performance Indicators
The three performance indicators were discussed in
detail above, and they are:
1. Core capabilities and functionality
2. Platform characteristics
3. Business considerations

STEP

3
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Test
With the right advance planning, running the proof
of concept (POC) should be very straightforward.
The key to effective POC actions, especially when
evaluating multiple solutions, is to keep all variables
stable. For instance, if product A is being run on a
Windows 2012 server machine with 256 GB of RAM,
do not run product B on a Windows 2019 server
machine with 512 GB of RAM as the results may be
skewed, but not due to actual product differences.
Chart results as the tests proceed.

THE POC SHOULD:

Have a clear objective, and
measurable goals to determine
success typically oriented
around three key components:
• Functionality - What are the
important use-cases and
functionality priorities?
• Environment – Understanding
of fit with my environment
and ability to support key
integrations
• Success criteria metrics What does success look like
and what are the criteria
we are going to measure?
(Example: Case workload,
analyst’s learning curve, etc.)
Be time-bound to determine if
it can deliver on these goals in a
realistic timeframe. An effective
POC should be able to be
deployed quickly with immediate
demonstration of value.

The goal of the PoC phase is
to reach a final decision. It’s
advisable to carry out a few of
these in order to be sure you
find the best-fit solution.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this guide is to enable MSSPs to evaluate SOAR solutions by providing key criteria to consider when
evaluating a proposed solution. These criteria include core functionality, platform characteristics, and essential
partnering considerations. Aligning needs, defining expectations and gauging success are all crucial elements of
the partnering and selection process. Siemplify can provide everything you need to get started.
For any other related questions, do not hesitate to contact us at www.siemplify.co
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Evaluation Checklist
Core SOC Management
Team Management
 Central View for SOC Tasks

Dashboards & Metrics
 Customizable Large Dashboards Screen

 Task Delegation & Tracking

 Custom KPI’s & Metrics

 Tier Management
 Shift Management & Handover

 Recommended KPI’s & Metrics (e.g.
Human Workload, Bottlenecks etc.)

 In-App Notifications

 SLA Tracking & Reporting

 Group Chat

 Thresholds & Alerting

Access Control
 Shared & Classified Environments

 Exporting to Report

 User Permissions Management
 Group Permissions Management

Core Orchestration
Data Ingestion
 Multi Tenancy – Data Separation

Integrations
 Integrating with Existing Security Toolset

 Source Selection (Email, SIEM, Tools etc.)

 3rd Party Tools Automation

 Ingestion Performance Monitor

 Custom Integrations Editor (Python \
Scripting Based SDK)

 Ability to Scale Up When Adding New
Hardware Resources
Data & Work Prioritization
 Prioritization Rules Engine
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Playbooks
 Drag-N-Drop Playbooks Editor
 Building Complex Workflows

 Automatic Case Prioritization

 Variety of Playbook Triggers

 Tasks Prioritization

 Using Security Tools in Flow

 Workload Reduction

 Playbook Revision

 Noise Reduction

 Playbook Testing
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Automation Engine
Execution
 Automating Playbooks

Framework
 Automation Testing

 Automating Investigation
 Pause Automation for Human Decision

 Easy Switching Between Full & Semi
Automation

 Trigger Automation Manually

 Automation Permissions

 Audit Automation Steps

 Automation Failure \ Success Indication

 Authorized Remediation (Permissions)

Incident Response
Analysts Workspace
 Prioritized Cases Queue

IR Optimization
 Automatic Playbook Recommendation

 Case Searching & Filtering

 Identify and Automate Repetitive Tasks

 Case Overview Pane (Quick Assessment)

 Step-By-Step Analyst Guidance

 Save Attachments \ Links \ Enhanced
Data (*WhoIs, Threat Intelligence,
Sandbox etc.)

 Merge \ Split Cases

Case Management
 Grouping (Noise Reduction)

 Case Creation (SIEM, Email, Manual)

 Audit Trail

 Case Assignment

 Severity Assessment

 Case Escalation

 Sensitivity Assessment

 Commenting

 Historical Analysis (e.g. Most Targeted
Ports, Repeating Sources, Suspicious
Behavior, Previous Outcomes etc.)

 Updating Case in Existing Ticketing
System

 Noisy Rules Identification

 Case Closing (with Resolution)

 Regulatory Standards Compliant

Contextual Awareness
Contextual Analysis
 Cases \ Events Correlation (2nd Level)

Visualization (Case Graph)
 Events Visualization

 Step-by-Step Threat Sequence Playback

 Threat Timeline

 Suspicious Connection Indication

 Data Enhancement Fused on Graph
 Artifacts Collected on Graph
 Threat Intelligence Overlay on Graph
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Reporting & Customer Relations
Reporting
 Manual \ Scheduled Reporting

Customer Relations
 Change Request (CR) Management

 Report Templates

 Customer Branded Reports

 Reports Editor (Custom Reports)

 Dedicated Communication Channels
(*Email, SMS, Phone etc.)

 Multi-Tenant Data Filtering
 Threat Report Generation
 Tools Health Report Generation
 Dashboard Report Generation
 Regulatory Standards Compliant
Deployment & Operation
System
 Agent-less Deployment
 Deployable as VM
 Quick Deployment Wizard
 Managed SIEM & Managed SOC
Architecture

 Load Balancing
Setting Up New Customers
 Adding New Customers Fast
 Isolated Environments

Support
Knowledge Base
 Playbooks for Common Attacks

Support
 Professional Services

 Incident Response Methodologies

 Product Support

 Implementation of SOC Management
 Best Practices
 Regulatory Reporting Templates

Other Considerations
 Solution Broadens Current Service Offering
 Solution Can Scale Up with Additional Hardware Resources
 Solution Should Not Require Additional Personnel
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About Siemplify
Siemplify is a security orchestration, automation and response
(SOAR) provider that is redefining security operations for
enterprises and MSSPs worldwide. Its holistic security operations
platform is a simple, centralized workbench that enables security
teams to better investigate, analyze, and remediate threats.
And, using automated, repeatable processes and enhanced
measurement of KPIs, Siemplify empowers SOC teams to create a
culture of continuous improvement. Siemplify’s patented contextdriven approach reduces caseload and complexity for security
analysts, resulting in greater efficiency and faster response times.
Founded by Israeli Defense Forces security operations experts
with extensive experience running and training numerous SOCs
worldwide, Siemplify is headquartered in New York with offices in
Tel Aviv.

siemplify.co

